
  
March 17, 2015 
 
 
Dear Valued Business Partner: 
 
BD is pleased to announce the completion of our merger with CareFusion Corporation as of March 17, 2015. As 
you know, CareFusion is a leading, global medical technology company with products and services that help 
hospitals measurably improve safety and patient care. BD is a medical technology company that serves 
healthcare institutions, life science researchers, clinical laboratories, industry and the general public. 
CareFusion will be part of the BD Medical Segment. 
 
The complementary nature of this merger establishes the new BD as a global leader in medication management 
and patient safety solutions, with integrated medication management solutions and smart devices, from drug 
preparation in the pharmacy, to dispensing on the hospital floor, administration to the patient, and subsequent 
monitoring. In addition to our leadership positions in diabetes care, diagnostic systems and life sciences, the 
company will now solidify our position in patient safety to maximize outcomes in infection prevention, respiratory 
care, and acute care procedural effectiveness.  Our combined portfolio of solutions will help us become an even 
more strategic and valuable partner by offering unique perspectives and solutions to help address the important 
issues facing the healthcare industry today.  

What does this mean for you?  

We do not anticipate any immediate changes to the standard ordering and billing systems for our authorized BD 
and CareFusion distributors. We will communicate any future changes as they are introduced. In the meantime:  

 Your contacts at CareFusion and BD will remain the same and, most importantly, we will remain 
focused on delivering the highest quality products and service that you have come to expect from us 

 

 CareFusion and BD customer service and technical support numbers and processes will remain the 
same and separate until further notice.  

 

 CareFusion and BD invoice and billing procedures will remain the same and separate until further notice.  
 
In keeping with the BD purpose of “Helping all people live healthy lives,” this merger accelerates our transition 
from a product-focused company to a customer-centric provider of innovative healthcare solutions dedicated to 
continually improving patient safety and reducing the cost of care.   By using our leading global infrastructure to 
expand the availability of CareFusion products to more patients and healthcare workers worldwide, we expect to 
be able to improve the quality of and access to healthcare in both developed and emerging markets around the 
globe.  
 
BD wants to develop relationships with third parties who share BD’s values. BD, like CareFusion, expects third 
parties to comply fully with all applicable laws and the AdvaMed Code of Ethics.  BD prohibits payment or 
acceptance of bribes or kickbacks, or creating the impression or suspicion of such activity.   
  
We are excited for CareFusion to become part of the BD family, and we look forward to continuing to work with 
you. If you have any questions regarding this announcement, please contact your local CareFusion or BD sales 
consultant or visit CareFusion at www.carefusion.com or BD at www.bd.com. We appreciate your continued 
support of CareFusion and BD during this transition period.   
 
Sincerely,  

 
Barry B. Brian 
VP, Distributor Management & OEM 
BD 
One Becton Drive  
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417 
www.bd.com 

 
Thomas J. DiStanislao 
Vice President, Channel Management, North America 
CareFusion, a BD Company  
3750 Torrey View Court 
San Diego, CA 92130 
www.carefusion.com 

 


